Abstract: This paper addresses dynamic data clustering as an optimization problem and propose techniques for finding optimal (number of) clusters in a multi-dimensional data or feature space. In order to accomplish this objective we first propose two novel techniques, which successfully address several major problems in the field of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and promise a significant breakthrough over complex, multi-modal optimization problems at high dimensions. The first one, so-called Multi-Dimensional (MD) PSO, re-forms the native structure of swarm particles in such a way that they can make inter-dimensional passes with a dedicated dimensional PSO process. Therefore, in a multidimensional search space where the optimum dimension is unknown, swarm particles can seek both positional and dimensional optima. This eventually removes the necessity of setting a fixed dimension a priori, which is a common drawback for the family of swarm optimizers. Nevertheless, MD PSO is still susceptible to premature convergences due to lack of divergence. To address this problem we propose Fractional Global Best Formation (FGBF) technique, which basically collects all promising dimensional components and fractionally creates an artificial global-best particle (aGB) that has the potential to be a better "guide" than the PSO's native gbest particle. We investigated both individual and mutual applications of the proposed techniques and demonstrated that the best clustering performance can be achieved by their mutual operation. In order to test and evaluate their clustering performance in terms of accuracy, robustness and scalability, a synthetic data-set, which contains ground-truth clusters and offers a broad range of complexity levels is used. An extensive set of experiments demonstrate that the proposed dynamic clustering technique based on MD PSO with FGBF can extract the optimal (number of) clusters by converging to the global optimum of the validity index function at the true dimension.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is useful in pattern analysis, classification, machine learning, information retrieval, spatial segmentation and many other application domains. Cluster validity analysis is the assessment of the clustering method's output using a specific criterion for optimality, i.e. the so-called clustering validity index function. Therefore, the optimality of any clustering method can only be assessed with respect to the validity index, which is defined over a specific data (feature) representation with a proper distance (similarity) metric. Given a validity index, clustering is a multi-modal problem especially in high dimensions, which contains many suboptimum solutions such as over-and under-clustering. Therefore, well-known deterministic methods such as Kmeans, Max-Min [21] , [10] , FCM [4] , [10] , etc. are susceptible to get trapped to the closest local minimum since they are nothing but greedy descent methods, which start from a random point in the solution space and perform a localized search. This fact eventually turns the focus on stochastic Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [2] such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [8] , Genetic Programming (GP) [12] , Evolution Strategies (ES), [3] and Evolutionary Programming (EP), [6] , all of which are motivated by the natural evolution process and thus make use of evolutionary operators. The common point of all is that EAs are in population based nature and can perform a globalized search. So they may avoid becoming trapped in a local optimum and find the optimum solution; however, this is never guaranteed. Many works in the literature have shown that EA based methods outperform their deterministic counterparts, i.e. [5] , [8] , [10] and [19] . However, EAs suffer from the sensitivity of high parameter dependence (e.g. crossover and mutation probabilities, internal parameters, etc.), in that one has to tune some or all parameters to suit the application.
Conceptually speaking, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11] , which has obvious ties with the EA family, lies somewhere in between GA and EP. Yet unlike GA, PSO has no complicated evolutionary operators such as crossover, selection and mutation. In a PSO process, a swarm of particles (or agents), each of which represent a potential solution to an optimization problem, navigate through the search space. Particles are initially distributed randomly over the search space and the goal is to converge to the global optimum of a function or a system. Several researchers have shown that PSO show better clustering performance than the aforementioned techniques [5] , [15] , [16] ; however, when the problem is in multi-modal nature PSO may also become trapped in local optima [17] due to the premature convergence problem especially when the search space is of high dimensions [22] .
In data clustering where the number of clusters corresponds to the dimension of the search space, the solution space is highly multi-modal and complex, particularly in high dimensions. Therefore, PSO has so far been applied to simple clustering problems [5] , [15] , [16] , where the data space is limited and usually in low dimensions and the number of clusters (hence the solution space dimension) is kept reasonably low (e.g. <10). Moreover, all clustering methods mentioned earlier are in static nature, that is, the number of clusters has to be specified a priori. This is also true for PSO since in its basic form it can only be applied to a search space with a fixed dimension. Particularly in data clustering, the optimal (true) number of clusters is unknown and should thus be determined within the (PSO) process.
In this paper, we shall address data clustering as an optimization problem and propose techniques for finding optimal (number of) clusters in a multi-dimensional data or feature space. In order to accomplish this objective, the proposed techniques are designed to provide robust and generic solutions to the aforementioned problems of the evolutionary approaches, particularly the one which is the most promising among all, the PSO. The first proposed technique, the so-called Fractional Global Best Formation (FGBF), is designed to alleviate the premature convergence problem by collecting all promising components from each particle and fractionally create an artificial Global Best (GB) particle, the aGB, which may guide the swarm better than the swarm's native gbest particle [5] in such a way that the swarm can converge to the global optimum (or nearoptimum) solution even in high dimensions and usually in earlier stages. In order to achieve a dynamic clustering where the optimum number of clusters is also determined within the process, we shall further propose a novel optimization technique, the so-called Multi-Dimensional Particle Swarm Optimization (MD PSO), which re-forms the native structure of swarm particles in such a way that they can make interdimensional passes with a dedicated dimensional PSO process. Therefore, in a multidimensional search space where the optimum dimension is unknown, swarm particles can seek for both positional and dimensional optima. This eventually negates the necessity of setting a fixed dimension a priori, which is a common drawback for the family of swarm optimizers. The proposed techniques are generic and are also not linked to each other, i.e. one can be performed without the other but we shall show that the best clustering performance can be achieved by their mutual operation. Finally, no additional parameter is needed to perform both proposed techniques and MD PSO further voids the need of fixing the dimension of the solution space in advance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys related work on PSO and data clustering. The proposed techniques, MD PSO and FGBF are presented in Section III whereas their dynamic clustering application is discussed in Section IV. Section V provides the experiments conducted over synthetic data-sets and discusses the results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Basic PSO Algorithm
In the basic PSO method, (bPSO), a swarm of particles flies through an N-dimensional search space where the position of each particle represents a potential solution to the optimization problem. Each particle keeps track of its position in the search space and its best solution so far achieved. This is the personal best value (the so-called pbest in [11] ) and the PSO process also keeps track of the global best solution so far achieved by the swarm with its particle index (the so called gbest in [11] ). So during their journey with discrete time iterations, the velocity of each agent in the next iteration is computed by the best position of the swarm (position of the particle gbest as the social component), the best personal position of the particle (pbest as the cognitive component), and its current velocity (the memory term). Both social and cognitive components contribute randomly to the position of the agent in the next iteration. As an evolutionary search algorithm in multidimensional (MD) search space, PSO exhibits some major problems similar to the aforementioned EAs. For instance it also shows the aforementioned parameter dependency where parameter variations may result in large performance shifts [14] . The second one is due to the direct link of the information flow between particles and gbest, which then "guides" the rest of the swarm and thus resulting in the creation of similar particles with some loss of diversity. Hence this phenomenon increases the probability of being trapped in local optima [17] and it is the main cause of the premature convergence problem especially when the search space is of high dimensions [22] and the problem to be optimized is multi-modal [17] . Another reason for the premature convergence is that particles are flown through a single point which is (randomly) determined by gbest and pbest positions and this point is not even guaranteed to be a local optimum [23] .
Each 
Since gbest is the index of the GB particle, then (2) where w is the inertia weight, [20] are random variables with a uniform distribution. Recall from the earlier discussion that the first term in the summation is the memory term, which represents the contribution of previous velocity, the second term is the cognitive component, which represents the particle's own experience and the third term is the social component through which the particle is "guided" by the gbest particle towards the GB solution so far obtained. Although the use of inertia weight, w, was later added by Shi and Eberhart [20] , into the velocity update equation, it is widely accepted as the basic form of PSO algorithm. A larger value of w favors exploration while a small inertia weight favors exploitation. As originally introduced, w is often linearly decreased from a high value (e.g. 0.9) to a low value (e.g. 0.4) during the iterations of a PSO run, which updates the positions of the particles using (2).
B. Data Clustering
As the process of identifying natural groupings in a multidimensional data based on some distance metric (e.g. Euclidean), data clustering can be divided into two main categories: hierarchical and partitional [7] . Each category then has a wealth of sub-categories and different algorithmic approaches for finding the clusters. Clustering can also be performed in two different modes: hard (or crisp) and fuzzy. In the former mode, the clusters are disjoint, nonoverlapping and any data point belongs to a single cluster whereas in the latter case it can belong to all the clusters with some degree of membership [10] . K-means [21] is a well known and widely used clustering method, which first assigns each data point to one of the K cluster centroids and then updates them to the mean of their associated points. As a hard clustering method, K-means suffers from the following drawbacks:
The number of clusters K, needs to be set in advance.
The performance of the method depends on the initial (random) centroid positions as the method converges to the closest local optima.
The method is also dependent on the data distribution. A hard clustering technique based on the bPSO was first introduced by Omran et al. in [15] and this work showed that the bPSO can outperform K-means, FCM, KHM and some other state-of-the-art clustering methods in any (evaluation) criteria. This is indeed an expected outcome due to the PSO's aforementioned ability to cope up with the local optima by maintaining a guided random search operation through the swarm particles. In clustering, similar to other PSO applications, each particle represents a potential solution at a particular time t, i.e. the particle a in the swarm, } ,.., ,..,
c , is the j th (potential) cluster centroid in N dimensional data space and K is the number of clusters fixed in advance. Note that the data space dimension, N, is now different than the solution space dimension, K. Furthermore, the fitness (validity index) function, f that is to be optimized, is formed with respect to two widely used criteria in clustering:
Compactness: Data items in one cluster should be similar or close to each other in N dimensional space and different or far away from the others when belonging to different clusters.
Separation: Clusters and their respective centroids should be distinct and well-separated from each other. The fitness functions for clustering are then formed as a regularization function fusing both Compactness and Separation criteria and in this problem domain they are known as clustering validity indices. A throughout survey about them can be found in [9] . Most of them presented promising results; however, none of them can guarantee the "optimum" number of clusters in every clustering scheme. Especially for the aforementioned PSO-based clustering in [15] , the clustering scheme further depends on weight coefficients and may, therefore, result in over-or under-clustering particularly in complex data distributions.
Although PSO-based clustering outperforms many wellknown clustering methods, it still suffers from two major drawbacks. The number of clusters, K, (being the solution space dimension as well) should still be specified in advance and similar to other bPSO applications, the method tends to trap in local optima particularly when the complexity of the clustering scheme increases. This also involves the dimension of the solution space, i.e. convergence to "optimum" number of "true" clusters can only be guaranteed for low dimensions. This is also true for dynamic clustering schemes, DCPSO [16] and MEPSO [1] , both of which eventually present results only in low dimensions and for simple data distributions.
III. MD PSO AND FGBF TECHNIQES
In this section, we shall introduce two novel techniques for PSO. The first is a multidimensional extension, the so-called MD PSO, which presents a substantial improvement over PSO via inter-dimensional navigation. However, it usually suffers in high dimensions from premature convergence to a local optimum, similar to other PSO variants. To remedy this shortcoming, we shall then propose a second technique, the FGBF and present their mutual application for dynamic data clustering.
A. MD PSO Algorithm
Instead of operating at a fixed dimension N, the MD PSO algorithm is designed to seek both positional and dimensional optima within a dimension range, (
). In order to accomplish this, each particle has two sets of components, each of which has been subjected to two independent and consecutive processes. The first one is a regular positional PSO, i.e. the traditional velocity updates and following positional moves in N dimensional search (solution) space. The second one is a dimensional PSO, which allows the particle to navigate through dimensions. Accordingly, each particle keeps track of its last position, velocity and personal best position (pbest) in a particular dimension so that when it re-visits the same dimension at a later time, it can perform its regular "positional" fly using this information. The dimensional PSO process of each particle may then move the particle to another dimension where it will remember its positional status and keep "flying" within the positional PSO process in this dimension, and so on. The swarm, on the other hand, keeps track of the gbest particles in all dimensions, each of which respectively indicates the best (global) position so far achieved and can thus be used in the regular velocity update equation for that dimension. Similarly the dimensional PSO process of each particle uses its personal best dimension in which the personal best fitness score has so far been achieved. Finally, the swarm keeps track of the global best dimension, dbest, among all the personal best dimensions. The gbest particle in dbest dimension represents the optimum solution (and the optimum dimension).
In a MD PSO process and at time (iteration) t, each Figure 1 shows sample MD PSO and bPSO particles with index a. The bPSO particle that is at a (fixed) dimension, N=5, contains only positional components whereas MD PSO particle contains both positional and dimensional components respectively. In the figure the dimension range for the MD PSO is given between 2 and 9; therefore the particle contains 8 sets of positional components (one for each dimension). In this example, the current dimension where the particle a resides is 2 ( 2 ) ( t xd a ) whereas its personal best dimension is 3 Let f denote the dimensional fitness function that is to be optimized within a certain dimension range, (
Without loss of generality assume that the objective is to find the minimum (position) of f at the optimum dimension within a multi-dimensional search space. Assume that the particle a visits (back) the same dimension after T iterations (i.e. 
B. FGBF Algorithm over MD PSO
Fractional GB formation (FGBF) is designed to avoid premature convergence by providing a significant diversity obtained from a proper fusion of the swarm's best components (the individual dimension(s) of the current position of each particle in the swarm). At each iteration in a bPSO process, an artificial GB particle (aGB) is (fractionally) formed by selecting the most promising (or simply the best) particle (dimensional) components from the entire swarm. Therefore, especially during the initial steps, the FGBF can most of the time be a better alternative than the native gbest particle since it has the advantage of assessing each dimension of every particle in the swarm individually, and forming the aGB particle fractionally by using the most promising (or simply the best) components among them. This process naturally uses the available diversity among individual dimensional components and thus it can prevent the swarm from trapping in local optima. Suppose Table I can then be plugged in between steps 3.3 and 3.4 of bPSO's pseudo-code. Table I : Pseudo-code of FGBF in bPSO
Step 2 along with the computation of ) , ( j a f depends entirely on the optimization problem. It keeps track of partial fitness contributions from each individual dimension from each particle's position (the potential solution). For those problems without any constraints (e.g. nonlinear function minimization), the best dimensional components can simply be selected whereas in others (e.g. clustering), some promising components, which satisfy the constraints, are first selected, grouped and the most suitable one in each group is then used for FGBF. Here, the internal nature of the problem will determine the "suitability" of the selection.
FGBF has its generalized form when applied with MD PSO where there is one gbest particle per (potential) dimension of the solution space. For this purpose, recall from the earlier discussion that in a particular iteration, t, each MD PSO particle, a, has the following components: position ). Due to space limitations the pseudo-code of the FGBF over MD PSO is skipped.
IV. THE PROPOSED DYNAMIC CLUSTERING
Based on the earlier discussion it is obvious that the clustering problem requires the determination of the solution space dimension (i.e. number of clusters, K) and an effective mechanism to avoid local optima traps (both dimensionally and spatially) particularly in complex clustering schemes in high dimensions (e.g. , then all positional components of the particle for the respective dimension ) (t xd a are initialized randomly within the range (i.e. refer to step 1.3.1 in MD PSO pseudo code) and this further contributes to the overall diversity. The following validity index is used to obtain computational simplicity with minimal or no parameter dependency, The major outlines so far given are sufficient for the standalone application of the MD PSO technique for a dynamic clustering application; however, the FGBF operation presents further difficulties since for the aGB creation the selection of the best or the most promising dimensions (i.e. the cluster centroids) among all dimensions of swarm particles is not straightforward. Recall that in step 2 of the FGBF pseudo code, the index array of such particles yielding the minimum ) , ( j a f for the j th dimension, can be found as,
! K
This is not straightforward since in clustering, any (potential) cluster centroid of each particle, ) ( ), also depend on the distribution of the other dimensions (centroids), i.e. the "closest" data points are assigned to the j th centroid only because the other centroids happen to be at a farther location. Inserting this particular dimension (centroid) into another particle (say aGB, in case selected), might create an entirely different assignment (or cluster) including the possibility of having no data points assigned to it and thus violating the 2 nd clustering constraint. To avoid this problem, a new approach is adopted for step 2 to obtain ] [ j a . At each iteration, a subset among all dimensions of swarm particles is first formed by verifying the following: a dimension of any particle is selected into this subset if and only if there is at least one data point that is closest to it. Henceforth, the creation of the aGB particle within this verified subset ensures that the 2 nd clustering constraint will (always) be satisfied. Figure 2 illustrates the formation of the subset on a sample data distribution with 4 clusters. Note that in the figure, all dimensions of the entire swarm particles are shown as '+' but the red ones belonging to the subset have at least one (or more) data points closest whereas the blue ones have none and hence they are discarded. . To achieve wellseparated clusters and to avoid the selection of more than one centroid representing the same cluster, spatially close centroids are first grouped using a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [13] In Figure 2 , a sample MST is formed using 14 subset centroids as the nodes and 13 branches are shown as the red lines connecting the closest nodes (in a minimum span). Breaking the 3 longest branches (shown as the dashed lines) thus reveals the 4 groups (G1,..,G4) among which one centroid yielding the minimum ) , ( j a f can then be selected as an individual dimension of the aGB particle with 4 dimensional components (i.e. d=K=4,
).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test the application of the proposed techniques over data clustering, we create 11 synthetic data spaces as shown in Figure 3 . For illustration purposes each data space is formed in 2D; however, clusters are formed with different shapes, densities, sizes and inter-cluster distances to test the robustness of clustering application of the proposed techniques against such variations. Furthermore, recall that the number of clusters determines the (true) dimension of the solution space in a PSO application and hence it is also kept varying among data spaces to test the converging accuracy to the true (solution space) dimension. As a result, significantly varying complexity levels are established among the 11 data spaces to perform a general-purpose evaluation of each technique. Unless stated otherwise, the maximum number of iterations is set to 2000; however, the use of cut-off error as a termination criterion is avoided since it is not feasible to set a unique The first set of clustering operations is performed for a comparative evaluation of the standalone MD PSO vs. bPSO over the simple data spaces where they can yield accurate results, e.g. the results of clustering over the three data spaces at the top row in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4 where each cluster is represented in one of the three color codes (red, green and blue) for illustration purposes and each cluster centroid (each dimensional component of the gbest particle) is shown with a white '+'. The accuracy of both bPSO and standalone MD PSO tends to degrade with the increasing dimensionality and complexity. Figure 5 presents typical clustering results for 10 t K and whilst running each bPSO operation till iteration number reaches 20000 (i.e. stagnation). K=10 is indeed not a too high dimension for bPSO but it particularly suffers from the highly complex clustering schemes in C4 and C5 (i.e. varying sizes, shapes and densities among clusters). Over a simpler data space, e.g. C6 with 13 clusters, we noticed that bPSO occasionally yields accurate clustering but for those data spaces with 20 clusters or more, serious clustering errors become inevitable regardless of the level of complexity and errors tend to increase significantly in higher dimensions as a natural consequence of earlier local traps. A typical example is C9, which has 42 clusters in the simplest form (uniform size, shape and density) and the clustering result presents many over-and under-clustering schemes with many occasional miss-located centroids. Much worse performance can be expected from their applications for C10 and C11.
As stated earlier, MD PSO with FGBF, besides its speed improvement, has its primary contribution over the accuracy of the clustering, i.e. converging to the true number of clusters, K, and correct localization of the centroids. As typical results shown in Figure 6 , MD PSO with FGBF meets the expectations on clustering accuracy, but occasionally results in a slightly higher number of clusters. This is due to the use of a simple but quite impure validity index in Eq. (7) as the fitness function and for some complex clustering schemes it may, therefore, yields its minimum score at a slightly higher number of clusters.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first proposed two novel and generic PSO techniques, namely, MD PSO and FGBF, as a cure to common drawbacks of the family of PSO methods such as a priori knowledge of the search space dimension and pre-mature convergence to local optima. The first proposed technique, the (standalone) MD PSO, efficiently addresses the former drawback by defining a new particle formation and embedding the ability of dimensional navigation into the core of the process. Such flexibility negates the requirement of setting the dimension in advance since swarm particles can now converge to the global solution at the optimum dimension, in a simultaneous manner. Yet the convergence performance of MD PSO is still limited to the same level as bPSO, which suffers from the lack of diversity among particles. The FGBF technique proposed in this paper addresses this problem by collecting the best components and fractionally creating an aGB particle that has the potential to be a better "guide" then the contemporary gbest particle. Therefore, for those problems where either the exact dimensional fitness evaluation or its approximation is possible, FGBF can be conveniently used to improve the global convergence ability without changing the native structure of the swarm.
A novel dynamic clustering technique based on MD PSO with FGBF is then proposed and tested over a data set that has 11 synthetic data spaces in 2D, each of which contains ground-truth clusters with significantly varying cluster properties and complexity levels. This data set allows us to test the clustering performance of the proposed technique and make comparative evaluations with the bPSO clustering, which has already been shown to be a superior technique than several well-known methods (e.g. K-means, FCM, Max-Min, etc.). Needless to say that the true number of clusters has to be set in advance for bPSO whereas MD PSO finds it on the fly and hence exhibits a slower convergence pace than bPSO. An expected outcome and also evident from the experiments is that the speed and accuracy performances of bPSO drastically degrade with increasing complexity and this is also true for the standalone MD PSO (without FGBF). Furthermore the experimental results show that only such cooperation can indeed provide accurate clustering results over complex data spaces. Since the clustering performance also depends on the validity index used, occasional over-clustering can be encountered where such results indeed correspond to the global minimum of the validity index function used. As a result, the true number of clusters and accurate localization of centroids (and hence clustering) are achieved at the expense of increased computational complexity in per iteration, mainly due to the usage of MST.
